Predation, competition, and nutrient recycling: a stoichiometric approach with multiple nutrients.
A model for two competing prey species and one predator is formulated in which three essential nutrients can limit growth of all populations. Prey take up dissolved nutrients and predators ingest prey, assimilating a portion of ingested nutrients and recycling or respiring the balance. For all species, the nutrient contents of individuals vary and growth is coupled to increasing content of the limiting nutrient. This model was parameterized to describe a flagellate preying on two bacterial species, with carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P) as nutrients. Parameters were chosen so that the two prey species would stably coexist without predators under some nutrient supply conditions. Using numerical simulations, the long-term outcomes of competition and predation were explored for a gradient of N:P supply ratios, varying C supply, and varying preference of the predator for the two prey. Coexistence and competitive exclusion both occurred under some conditions of nutrient supply and predator preference. As in simpler models of competition and predation these outcomes were largely governed by apparent competition mediated by the predator, and resource competition for nutrients whose effective supply was partly governed by nutrient recycling also mediated by the predator. For relatively small regions of parameter space, more complex outcomes with multiple attractors or three-species limit cycles occurred. The multiple constraints posed by multiple nutrients held the amplitudes of these cycles in check, limiting the influence of complex dynamics on competitive outcomes for the parameter ranges explored.